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ABSTRACT 
Effective resonance cross sections used in the analysis of heterogeneous 
reactors have generally been obtained through the use of equivalence theory 
and/or integral transport theory. One fundamentally restrictive assumption 
common to equivalence theory and most integral transport methods is the 
flat-source approximation. The assessment of this approximation was re-
cently completed and comprised the following: 
a. Comparison of the broad group cross sections of 
238
U in the 
resolved resonance region using: 
i. the flat-source approximation 
ii. the exact source distribution 
iii. the rational approximation with a Levine type factor 
b. Comparisons in (a) for three types of reactors: 
i. typical ZPR-assembly 
ii. UYIFBR commercial power station 
iii. light-water power reactor. 
The main conclusion was that even though there were significant differ-
ences between the exactly calculated escape probabilities and those calcu-
lated with the flat-source approximation, additional differences between 
the general energy-dependent reciprocity and the energy-independent (but 
often erroneously applied as energy-dependent) reciprocity relation almost 
completely compensated for the error in the flat-source escape probabilities. 
Due to this unusual and somewhat unexpected compensating effect, the effec-
tive capture cross sections of 
238
U in the resolved resonance region, gener-
ated by the three methods stated earlier, were essentially the same. 
2 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In order to obtain effective cross sections which account for strong 
variations in the neutron flux in space and energy, validated methods for 
including the spatial component of resonance self-shielding are required. 
Current techniques generally include the effect of spatial self-shielding 
by applying an equivalence theory between homogeneous and heterogeneous 
cases or by integral transport theory methods which retain one of the 
assumptions of equivalence theory, namely, that the spatial neutron flux 
be flat. 
There is extensive literature on the use of an equivalence principle 
between heterogeneous and homogeneous resonance integrals,
1-4 
including 
extension to dense fuel lattices.
5-8 
The basis of this equivalence is that 
the escape probability for a flat source of neutrons can be used inside and 
outside the fuel lump and the form of the escape probability be based on a 
rational approximation suggested by Wigner. The Wigner rational approxima-
tion has been noted to underestimate escape probabilities generally, and no 
simple correction could make the Wigner form valid over large energy ranges.
9 




offered a method of determining correction factors for each resonance while 
preserving the equivalence relationship for each resonance. Corrections 
have also been made to include Dancoff-type effects for adjacent plates, 






The primary restriction of equivalence theory in treating heterogeneous 
media is that heterogeneous effects are included only through a. constant, an 
artificial escape cross section, which appears in Wigner's rational approxi- 
3 
offered a method of determining correction factors for each resonance while 
preserving the equivalence relationship for each resonance. Corrections 
have also been made to include Dancoff-type effects for adjacent plates, 
and other geometry-dependent effects.
7,8,12 
The primary restriction of equivalence theory in treating heterogeneous 
media is that heterogeneous effects are included only through a constant, an 
artificial escape cross section, which appears in Wigner's rational approxi-
mation. Corrections and improvements are thus aimed at adjusting this 
constant if equivalence theory is to be preserved. With this approach 
refinements in models and computational methods are only reflected in the 
purely homogeneous, energy self-shielding, but spatial effects are still 
handled by the simpler approach. 
To improve on the energy and spatial treatments Nordheim13 '14  and 
Chernick and Vernon
4 
suggested a direct numerical integration of the inte-
gral transport equation. They noted that this approach would circumvent 
the necessity of picking the narrow-resonance or infinite-mass approximation 
and could possibly include the effects of resonance overlap and moderator 
absorption. Although the rational approximation for escape probabilities 
is not involved in this approach, most of the current integral transport 
methods still assume a uniform neutron source. Nordheim
14 
noted that with 
this approach the spatial distribution of absorption is not explicitly 
brought out and that a closer study of spatial effects would seem to be 
very desirable. There are integral transport theory methods which have been 









and which in some cases could adequately 
treat heterogeneous effects. However, the current methods which are normally 
used to analyze almost all the integral data from critical facilities are 
4 
based on equivalence theory and the flat-source approximation, and for cross 
section averaging the more complex methods often lack the ability to give 
the degree of insight which the simpler methods yield. 
The presence of discrepancies in comparisons between current experi-
mental results and calculations has strengthened the desirability of the 
study suggested by Nordheim, because a possible source of the current dis-
crepancy between measured and calculated reactor parameters may be due to 
using inappropriate methods for treating heterogeneity effects in the 
resonance range. The two current methods used to obtain effective resonance 
cross sections--equivalence theory and integral transport theory--generally 
contain the flat-flux approximation; hence, neither may be adequate if non-
uniformity in the slowing-down sources is important. For those methods 
which do appear to have the capability to handle detailed heterogeneity, an 
improved formulation for more general application is desired. Therefore, 
the optimal approach would be a method to handle heterogeneous effects which 
could capitalize on the potentials of the integral transport theory approach 
but still retain some of the simplicity of formulation exhibited by equi-
valence theory. The development, application, and assessment of such a 
method have constituted the major portion of this study; in addition to 
eliminating the restrictions of most current methods, the generality and 
simple form of this method offer advantages over the few methods which 
include spatial effects. 
5 
II. THEORY 
The fundamental definition of effective, or average, cross section 
is given by 
I r j 6x  (r,E)0(r,E)dEdV 
<ax> = r 0 (-r,E)dEdV 
V'AE 
where 6x
(r,E) is the reaction cross section for the nuclide of interest 
which is to be averaged over an appropriate energy and volume range. 
,E) is the real flux and <a
x
> is the effective cross section of type x 0(r --' 
which, when multiplied by the flux integral, conserves the real reaction 
rate. For a volume which contains a uniform concentration of the nuclide, 
anddenotingthisvolumeasV.,the effective cross section is written as 
, cx (E0i (E)dE 
'LE  
<a >. — xi j 7i (E)dE 
,LE 
where the spatially averaged flux at energy E,
i
(E) has been introduced. 
Knowing the energy dependence of the reaction cross section, a 
knowledge of the flux spectrum or an approximation to it is required to 
determine the effective cross section. The flux can be obtained from 
knowledge of the collision density contained in the slowing-down equation 
for heterogeneous media. The collision density may be written in accord-











91(r,E,O) = angular neutron flux at position r, energy E, in the 
direction 0, 
Et (r,E) = total macroscopic cross section at position r, energy E, 
X(r,E,0) = emergent particle density, or source of neutrons emerg- 
ing from position r with energy E and direction 0, 
TO" 	;6) = transport kernel, or probability of a neutron at posi- 
tion 	energy E and direction C, having its next colli- 
tion at position 
r 
-j, E.(s,E)ds 
■••• 	 r' u 	 1-T."  
T(r 1 -.r;E,n) = Et (,E)e 
The volume integration in Eq. 3 is over all space, and the delta function 
is in the transport kernel in order to include only those sources which, 
when headed in the direction 0 from r: can reach position r. 
A 
The neutron source distribution, X(r,E,0) consists of all sources 
of neutrons due to elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, fission, ex-
ternal sources, or any other applicable mechanism. Writing only the elas-
tic scattering portion explicitly, the neutron source distribution density 
may be expressed as 
X(V,E)n) = j 
ET'O' E s





= differential elastic scattering cross section at 
r, for an incident neutron of energy E' and di-
rection 0', emerging from the collision with 
energy E and direction Q, 
Q(r,E,D) 	= source of neutrons, other than elastic scatter- 
ing, emerging from position r with energy E and 
A 
direction 0. 
To perform the cross section averaging noted in Eq. 1, the total 
flux 0(r,E) is desired rather than the angular flux. To obtain this 
Eq, 3 is integrated over all directions; the volume integration can also 
beexpressedasasmofintegralsoverinAividualvolumesV.which make 
up the system to give 
	
t (1,E) 0 (r,E) 	 T(r'-.T. ;E,Q)X(i",E,Q)dQdV' . 
j vj 
One can then define 
5,,Tall -."V;E,)X(7',E,62)dLV T V. n 




which is the number of neutrons from sources in V. which have their next 
•••4 
collision at position r, divided by the total source in V.. This is 
merelytheaverageprobabilitythataneutronfromsourcesinV.will 









E)0(7,E) = 	P . (r,E) 	X(r 1 ,E,Q)dOdV I . 
V. 2 
(8) 
For the case in which the volume of interest for cross section averag-
ing is Vi , the total collision rate in the volume is obtained by integrating 
Eq. 8 over V. With the integration, the factor j P (r,E) is introduced 
V. 
and, based on the interpretation of P 	
1 
(r,E), it can 	be described as the 
averageprobabilitythataneutronfromsourcesinV.will make its next 
collision in V.. This is simply the escape probability from V. to V. which 
may be written as 




Since P.(7,E) is the probability that neutrons from V.
1 
 will collide at 
point r, then the integral over all space will be unity provided that leak-
age from the reactor system is considered. Utilizing this property, the 











 (E)V. + 	P. . (E)7(..j  (E)V. , J-41  
(10 ) 
where the summation is over all volumes other than V., spatially averaged 
quantities have been introduced, and one of the P. .(E) is the probability 
of a neutron in V. completely escaping the reactor. 
The collision rate expression developed above is a general basis 
for developing effective cross sections for heterogeneous media. The ex-
pression is completely general with only the restriction that cross sec-
tionsarespaceindependentwithineachvolumeV,The same expression 
may be obtained by a simple neutron balance, but the above approach gives 
the required formulation of the escape probabilities in order that Eq. 10 
be exact. Most current methods of obtaining effective cross sections for 
heterogeneous media also begin with this collision rate expression, but 
various restrictions on spatial effects are immediately imposed. 
Reciprocity Relations  
In order to solve the collision rate expression given by Eq. 10 the 
sources and escape probabilities must be determined. However, before at-
tempting to obtain each escape probability, additional development using 
the reciprocity properties of the transport equation can allow escape 
probabilities to be related to each other. 
The general, energy-dependent reciprocity property of the transport 
equation as noted by Bell' is 
j Sa.',E,f)0(i! ,E,5)ddEdV = IS(V,E,S)06,Ehd&lEdV ; (11) V'E 8 	 'V'E 0 
* 
where 0 and 0 are the real and adjoint flux solutions of the real and 
adjoint energy-dependent transport equations with arbitrary external 
sources, 
= -S and L*0* = -S*. 	 (12) 
L and L* are the transport operator and adjoint operator, respectively, 
and S and S* are real and adjoint sources. This relation can be used to 
determine relationships between escape probabilities by defining the arbi-
trary sources as 
S = X(?,E,8)8(E-E0) , for r in V i , 	 (13) 




(11 ,E,Q) 8 (E-Eo) , for 
r in V . 	 (14) 
= 0 	 otherwise. 
E
o 
is some arbitrary energy of interest and 8 is the Dirac delta function. 
A 
The general interpretation of E d (,E,D) is an arbitrary detector response 
function; in this case the response of interest is a collision in V . , so 
Ed"E n) = Et (E). With these sources, Eq. 11 then becomes 
j„ x(v,Eo ,n)0* (11 ,Eo hildv = J  LEt (E0)06,Eo ,a)dF2dV . "V. c2 	 v..o 1 




A j* 	A A 




V. Q 	 '7. 	j 
1
A A 
r j Xce,Eo ad0dV n 
1 
Inspection of the right-hand side of Eq. 16 shows that it is the 
collisionrateatenergYE o involurneV.due to a source X only in volume 
V., divided by that total source strength. This is the same as the escape 
probability from V. to V. at energy E. On the left-hand side of the 
above equation one can also note that the ratio of the integrals could be 
interpreted as an average adjoint flux with the source X as the weighting 
function. Thus with 
j sAEt  
P. .(E 
0
) — 	 
1-3  
yields 




r j x(?, Adociv 
v. n 1 
1 1 
and defining 
j,,x(?,E° , 8)0* (il,E0 ,6)edv .* 	v . 
Oi (E0) - 	 1 
one can write Eq. 16 as 
(E o) = P.1-.3 . (E0) 
Thus the escape probability is obtained for an arbitrary source shape in 
one volume in terms of a weighted average of the adjoint flux solution due 
to a uniform source in another volume. Since the only restriction on the 
volumes is that the cross section of each be space independent, a volume 
may have arbitrary shape, even be subdivided, and the above expression 
still holds. 
The same development which led to Eq. 19 can be applied reversing 
therolesefV.and V., or the indices may be reversed in Eq. 19 since it 
is general to yield 
1;S*.(E ) = P. .(E ) . 3 0 	3-41 0 (20) 
The ratio of Eq. 20 to Eq. 19 then yields a generalized reciprocity relation, 
(E0 ) 
Pi -4j 	) (E ) 
	
1--"J 0 ri 0 
In comparison to the generalized reciprocity relation of Eq. 21, it 
is useful to examine the generally used reciprocity relation. For an 
,CbdndV 




isotropic neutron source, distributed uniformly in space, the reciprocity 




(E )V.E (E ) = Pflat(E )V .E (E 
1 
 . 
,r-*1 0 j t. 	0 	1-ij ‘ 0 1 1t.‘0 (22) 
Comparing the generalized reciprocity relation of Eq. 21 with the flat-flux 
reciprocity relation of Eq. 22, one can readily introduce a parameter 




(E) — 	  
Oi (E)ViEt. (E) 
which can be used to rewrite the generalized reciprocity relation as 
P 	(E)V. 	(E) 3 t. 
1 	— f. (E) . 
P. 	(E)V.E (E) lj 1 t. 
In this form the new parameter can be interpreted as a nonuniformity param-
eter which is unity when the neutron source is flat. Introducing this 
parameter into the collision rate expression (Eq. 10), the result is 
Et . (E) 
Et .1  (E) i 
(E) = (1 - L P.  . (E)) 	
(E) + 	
f .1 3 	1 
(E)p. 
 -43 
 . (E) E
t 
(E) X. (E) • (25) 
.  
This expression may then be used for arbitrary nonuniform sources, and for 




Escape Cross Section  
The collision rate expression of Eq. 25 can be simplified by express-
ing the escape probability in a form similar to that introduced by Wigner in 
his work on lumped absorbers.
20 
Wigner proposed a "rational approximation" 
for the escape probability for a flat source of neutrons which approaches 
the correct value for the extremes of a large or small volume. The ra-
tional approximation is given by 
E
e  
pest 	Et (E)+ e 
where Ee 
is an artificial escape cross section, a constant with the units 
of macroscopic cross section, defined by 
E = A 
e 	4V' 
(2 7) 
A is the surface area and V is the volume of the region. 
The validity of Wigner's rational approximation has been questioned 
several times noting that it generally underpredicts the exact escape prob-








However, the simplicity of it has 
been so advantageous that it is widely used. The primary restriction that 
causes limitation is that the escape cross section, even with corrections, 
be a constant. However, by defining an energy-dependent escape cross sec-
tion as that which preserves the correct escape probability, the simplicity 
of the form of Wigner's rational approximation can be introduced into the 
generalized development. 
Similar to Eq. 26, introduce an energy dependent escape cross section 
E  
ij 
V. is given by 
(26) 
14 
p . . (E) - 
1 -.3 
(28) 
E t (E) + Eij (E) 
1 
The escape cross section is thus defined as 
E
t  (E)P. . (E) . 	1-4j 
E
i j 
(E) =  e 	1 - P. .(E) 
(29) 
The escape probability as given by Eq. 28 can now be substituted into the 
collision rate expression shown in Eq. 25. For the case of a two-region 
problem, with either one region isolated within another one or a repeating 
arrangement of two volumes, Eq. 25 reduces to 
Et (E)
• Et (E)7i (E) = 	 4' X (E) 





+ f. .(E)     5T. (E) . 
ij 
(
Eti(E) 	Eie jm) 	(E) j
j 





Xi (E) + f..(E) 	e 	 5-(.(E) 
LJ 	Et. (E) J 
3 
Et (E) + Eij (E) 
1 
One has thus obtained a generalized expression for the flux which is simple 
in form but which can include detailed spatial effects as well as spectral 
effects. 





shown that it correctly reduces to equivalence theory under the usual 
assumptions. The basic assumptions of equivalence theory and their impli- 
cations in this approach are: 
1. Narrow resonance approximation -- x(E) = Es /E, 
2.Flat-fluxapproximation-f..(E) ij 
= 1, 
3. Wigner's rational approximation -- Ee = constant. 
Also imposing constant scattering cross section and no absorption in the 
moderator region, Eq. 31 becomes 
(Es 	Ee) 
i e 	1 
(E) = 




Here Ee appears as 
merely an addition to the scattering cross section, so the heterogeneous 
case can be made equivalent to a homogeneous case by merely augmenting the 
scattering cross section by E. It should be noted, however, that only 
after imposing the above assumptions does the general method reduce to 
equivalence theory. 
To determine cross section averages, the general flux expression of 
Eq. 31 can be substituted into the averaging expression given by Eq. 2; one 
thus has the basis of a generalized method of generating effective resonance 
cross sections with freedom from restrictive assumptions. The simple form 
and general nature of this method should allow easy assessment of the in-
fluence of any of the parameters, and this property yields distinct contri-
butions. Since each parameter has an analog in current methods, sophisti-
cated analysis could be used to determine parameters of the flux expression, 
thus allowing evaluation of the magnitude and sources of restrictions in 
(Et. (E) + Ee) E ' 
	 (32) 
16 
current methods. Also, with the same general method of cross section 
averaging one could easily and correctly include standard approximations 
by merely adjusting the appropriate parameter in the general expression. 
17 
III. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH 
In order to investigate the general method of cross section averaging 
described above, computations were performed to examine the fundamental par-
ameters and the effects of spatial nonuniformity on effective cross sections. 
Determination of the fluxes and sources is required to subsequently obtain 
escape probabilities and the nonuniformity parameters f(E) and E e (E). Con-
sequently, a method of determining the flux and source distributions was 
developed which would also yield the nonuniformity parameters. Solution 
of the integral transport equation for the real neutron flux and source is 
the basis of the method; the nonuniformity parameters can be determined by 
appropriate solution for the real flux only, so solution for both the real 
and adjoint flux is not used here. 
For the purposes of this work the computational development was 
limited to the study of heterogeneous effects in a one-dimensional slab 
model of a two-region cell. This should be adequate for the determination 
of the nonuniformity factors and assessment of the general method. The 
computational procedure can be outlined with the following steps. The 
neutron flux and source solutions to the integral transport equations 
as expressed by Eqs. 3 and 5 are first obtained for an infinitely repeat-
ing lattice of two-region cells. After obtaining the source distribution, 
the components of the flux distribution due to the source in one region, 
then the other, are obtained. This approach allows determination of the 
escape probabilities as given by Eq. 17. From the escape probabilities 
the nonuniformity factors f(E) and E e (E) can then be obtained by Eqs. 24 
18 
and 29, respectively. 
For an infinite, repetitive lattice in slab geometry, the integral 
transport equation can be written as 





- i x _ x ,1 j x , Et (S,E)dS 
e 	I  
2R 	 X(x',E)dRdx' 
(33) 
where x and x' are spatial positions and R is the chord length for integra-
tion. For the source, the scattering and external components were assumed 
to be isotropic, resulting in 
X(x,E) = 7 	E (x,E"-.E)0(x,E')dE' + Q(x,E) 
'E' 
(34) 
Taking advantage of symmetry and periodic conditions within the lattice, 
the infinite integral of Eq. 33 can be changed to an integration over half 
the unit cell. The resulting integral equation can be expressed as 
(x,E)
b 
Mx /2,E)  
T (x,x' ,E)dx' , 
0 
where b is half the cell thickness for two adjacent slabs with the origin 
in the center of one slab, and 
T(x,x',E) = 
	




The above expression defines the transport kernel for an infinite lattice 
in slab geometry where E l is the first order exponential integral and T is 
the optical thickness, 
(35) 
19 




 E)ds. 	 (37) 
X 
Provided one knows the source distribution in the above expression 
the integration could be carried out to obtain the flux distribution. The 
two distributions are interdependent, however, and the solutions must be 
obtained simultaneously. Assuming the presence of several isotopes and 
indicating each with an index i, the elastic scattering source can be more 














Efr)dE' + 	 Q(x,E) (38) 
ES  (x ' 






where A is the atomic weight of a particular isotope. 
To solve Eqs. 35 and 38 together a discrete mesh of spatial and 
energy points is imposed. These meshes are simply x = x n , for n = 1, 
. 	N, and E = E , for g = 1, . . 	G, where x1 = 0, xN = b, and one 
of the points xK = a, the interface position between the two regions; for 
the energy mesh,E 1 is the highest energy of interest and the remaining 
values decrease in energy. Between the energy mesh points the scattering 
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g-1 g 
Above the energy E
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) - - , 	 E 	E1 
. 
Between the spatial mesh points the source distribution is assumed to be 













so the integral transport problem becomes the determination of the flux and 
source at the space-energy nodes -- x
n
, E. The energy mesh approach noted 
above is modeled after the treatment used in the CAROL coded  and the spa-
tial mesh treatment reflects that used in the RABID code.
18 
The use of 
them together here is felt to capitalize on the most advantageous aspects 
of both codes. 
By imposing the energy mesh the integration required for the source 
determination can be carried out, and by inserting the spatial shape of 
the slowing down source the integration of Eq. 35 can also be expressed in 
a manner which is readily solvable by an iterative technique. The steps 
outlined above were implemented into a computer code to determine the de- 
tailed effects of heterogeneity due to an isolated resonance for a material 
in region 1 of the two-region, slab cell configuration. Integrations in- 
(40) 
(41 ) 




volving the transport kernel result in a series of higher order exponential 
integrals and evaluation of the kernels is performed similar to that used 
in the RABID code.
18 







is the resonance energy and a is for the resonance isotope. 
Thirty mesh points each are allowed for energy and space with arbitrary 
spacing. To obtain a reasonable mesh, energy spacing is determined by in-
spection after generating the resonance cross sections. The spatial mesh 
selection is quite important due to the spatial averaging that is to be 
performed. To assure that spatial points are selected which will yield 
acceptable resolution for all energies, an approximate solution is examined. 
A boundary condition at the highest energy is required, and the iteration 
process can step down in energy from there to determine the final solution. 
To eliminate the possible accumulation of any small errors a kernel nor-




With the determination of the final flux and source solutions, the 
escape probabilities and nonuniformity factors can then be obtained. The 
escape probabilities can be determined by obtaining the flux solution in 
one region due to the source in 
j 








This can be stated by 
(43) 




2g 31 	T 
Et w2g 2 






is the average flux in region 2 due only to sources in region 1. 
The escape probability from region 2 to region 1 can be determined simi- 
2 
larly by obtaining O lg , the average flux in region 1 due only to sources 











l 1  
T 
.̂2g 2 
The escape cross section can then be expressed by 
vlg p 	fE N 
N 	̀t 1-.2` g l  
Le(Eg) (Eg) 
or by dividing by the atom density of the resonance absorber, N r , an escape 
cross section per atom of absorber can be defined by 
	
ae (Eg) = Ee (Eg)/Nr . 
	 (47) 
Finally, the expression for the nonuniformity factor f(E) can be obtained 















2 	.7( 	T 
wig lg T1 
f(E ) — . 	 • 
g 	71 T 





Since only one isolated resonance is examined in the computation, 
23 
the cross sections for the non-resonance materials are assumed to be con-
stant. Any degree of absorption is allowed for these materials though. 
The resonance cross sections include s-wave scattering only and are deter-
mined from routines for evaluating the Doppler broadened shape functions 
from the ERIC-2 code
22 
and the RABBLE code.
23 
To perform cross section averaging, the nonuniformity effects must 
be expressed for a wide energy range including many resonances. For this 
study a parametric variation of resonance parameters was used to generate 
data from which the nonuniformity factors for resonances of 
238
U were ob-
tained by interpolation. The resulting data allow the description of non-
uniformity effects due to isolated resonances on the flux through 




54(E) + f(E) 	




(E) + Ee (E) 
To perform the cross section averaging the energy integration is performed 
resonance by resonance using a Romberg numerical quadrature.
24 
The exact 
flat treatment and equivalence theory are also examined and treated as 
special cases of the general method. For the exact flat treatment f(E) is 
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For equivalence theory f(E) is also unity and Ee is constant. The value 
of E
e is determined by the procedure given by Travelli
12 








1-C = yB + 1.7yB ( 1 -y B), 
and 
-1 





In each of the above cases the narrow resonance approximation is used for 
all materials. Within the same general method then there are three differ-
ent degrees of treating heterogeneity, and with these three treatments 
available together, comparisons can be made on a consistent basis and the 









Using the methods outlined above, calculations were performed to 
assess the characteristics of the general method and the effect of nonuni-
formity on effective resonance cross sections. The behavior of the non-
uniformity parameter f(E) and escape cross section ue (E) are determined for 
resonances of 
238
U for a two-region cell of ZPR-6 Assembly 5
26 
using the 
integral transport theory method of Section III. The same method is then 
used for a parametric assessment of the nonuniformity parameters for the 
resolved resonance range of 
238
U to characterize the parameters required 
for cross section averaging. Effective cross sections are then obtained 
using the general method, and comparisons are made between the nonuniform 
treatment and more approximate treatments. 
Integral Transport Theory Analysis  
The effect of spatial nonuniformity in the slowing-down source was 
examined for an equivalent two-region cell for the core region of ZPR-6 
Assembly 5. A complete description of the plate loading pattern for 
Assembly 5 is given in Reference 26. There are several 
238
U plates dis-
tributed throughout the actual cell, twelve 1/8 inch plates and two 1/16 
inch plates; the two-region cell is a single 1/8 inch plate with the asso-
ciated outer region representing a proportional homogenization of the other 
types of plates. The resulting cell description is given in Table I. The 
nonuniformity parameter f(E) and the escape cross section around three 
different 
238
U resonances were examined. The three resonances represent 
-26 
a large, moderate, and weak resonance; the resonance parameters of these 
resonances are given in Table II. 










U 	 0.04783 
235
U 	 0.00202 
C 0.01693 
Na 	 0.01205 
Fe 0.01184 
Ni 	 , 0.00148 





Table II. Selected 
238
U Resonance Parameters 

















The energy- and spatial-dependent fluxes and sources were deter-
mined for each of the three resonances of 
238
U; the energy-dependent fluxes 
at the center of the plate, at the plate/outer region interface, and at the 
center of the outer region, or edge of the cell, for the 189.6 eV resonance 
are shown in Fig. 1. In each case the flux is normalized to unity, and 
uniform across the cell, at E
o /a
3 
or Eo + 50 Ft' 
whichever is larger. The 
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Figure 1. Energy Dependent Flux Around 189.6 eV Resonance 
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magnitude of the flux depression in the plate and the accompanying 
depression in the outer region is seen in the example case. The depression 
of the flux in the plate for the 189.6 eV resonance is seen to be quite 
large and Fig. 2 shows the spatial flux profile for this resonance at a few 
energy points. It is such flux depressions that yield nonuniformity in the 
neutron source as can be seen in Fig. 3. The source nonuniformity is also 
reflected in the nonuniformity factor f(E) shown in Fig. 4 for each of the 
three resonances. Recall that f(E) is unity for a flat source, which shows 
that the slowing-down source through the 1098.1 eV resonance is flat. For 
the 518.3 eV resonance there is some nonuniformity and a larger amount for 
the 189.6 eV resonance. 
The nonuniformity of the neutron source is also reflected in the 
shape of the escape cross section as determined by the escape probability 
for the nonuniform source. Escape cross sections for the three resonances 
are given in Fig. 5. Comparison to Eq. 51, which is for a flat source, 
shows no difference for the 1098.1 eV resonance, but differences of over a 
factor of three near the center of the 189.6 eV resonance. Careful inspec-
tion shows, in Fig. 5 and more obviously in Fig. 4, that the effect of non-
uniformity is not symmetric about the center of the resonance. For these 
cases the minimum value of f(E) occurs below the center of the resonance 
because the slowing-down source below the center has been affected by a 
larger portion of the resonance than has an equally spaced point above the 
center. Interference scattering and the accompanying smaller cross section 
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It is instructive to investigate the impact of nonuniformity on the 
general flux expression given by Eq. 50, using the 189.6 eV resonance of 
238
U. In this expression the escape cross section appears in the numerator 
multiplied by f(E) and in the denominator added to the total cross section. 
Although the escape cross section reflecting the nonuniform source is 
greater than three times the exact flat value near the center of the reso-
nance, the net difference when comparing the sums with the large total 
cross section value is only about 1%. The difference between the nonuni-
form treatment and the exact flat treatment as reflected in the numerator 
can be seen by comparing f(E) x a e (E) for the nonuniform case to the escape 
cross section for a flat source. For this particular resonance, the product 
of the factors for the nonuniform case near the center of the resonance is 
only 3% higher than the escape cross section for a flat source. Hence the 
effect of nonuniformity of f(E) and a e (E) combine to compensate, yielding 
a net result very similar to that for a flat source. 
The compensating effect can perhaps be seen more clearly by examina-
tion of the escape probability rather than the artificial escape cross 
section. The reaction rate balance given in the general collision density 










(E))i1 (E) + f(E)P1-)2 (E) 	 2 (E) ' E
t2 
(58) 
provides a mechanism for comparing the difference due to nonuniform or 
flat-source treatment. For the same source magnitudes with the two treat-
ments, differences in the collision rate expression can be due only to 
the escape probability and f(E). The specific comparisons to be made are 
for the term 1-P 	(E) and for f(E) x PF  (E) for the two treatments. 
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Such comparisons can be made by examination of Fig. 6 which gives the 
escape probabilities for the nonuniform source and flat source as well as 
f(E) times the escape probability for the nonuniform source. The escape 
probability for the nonuniform source is seen to be significantly greater 
than that for the flat source near the center of the resonance, but at 
such points both values are much less than unity. 	When the nonuniform 
escape probability is multiplied by f(E) one also sees that compensation 
results, yielding values very much the same as the exact flat case. 
A more detailed assessment of the effects of nonuniformity on the 
escape probabilities and parameters of the general method, and the poten-
tial effects on cross section averaging, require investigation over a 
larger number of resonances than just the three cases noted above. In 
order to perform such an assessment then, a parametric evaluation was 
carried out using artificial resonances which represented the resolved 
range for 
238
U. An entire analysis of the 199 resolved s•wave resonances 
of 
238
U as given in ENDF/B-III would be prohibitive, but studies of a 
parametric nature over selected resonance parameters can be used to obtain 
data for the actual resonances. Four different peak energies and six dif-
ferent neutron widths were considered; a constant capture width of 0.0235 
eV was used for each combination. The effects of nonuniformity as re-
flected by the parameter f(E) were determined by the parametric study. A 
summary of the effects on this parameter is shown in Fig. 7, which gives 
the minimum value of f(E) as a function of neutron width for the various 
peak energies. A comparison of escape probabilities for the nonuniform 
sources and for a flat source at the peak energy of the resonance is shown 
in Table III. The compensation effect is also shown in the table by com-
parison of f(E) times the escape probability of the nonuniform source to 
35 
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Figure 6. Escape Probability Comparisons for Flat and Nonuniform 
Sources Around 189.6 eV Resonance 
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Table III. 	Escape Probability at the Resonance Peak 
Energy for Parametric Cases 
E0 (eV) Fn(eV) 	P
esc Nonuniform Pesc 
Flat f(E) x Pesc 
Nonuniform 
100. 0.002 	7.321-2 7.170-2 7.177-2 
0.010 2.068-2 1.527-2 1.534-2 
0.050 	1.035-2 3.406-3 3.442-3 
0.100 7.936-3 1.918-3 1.937-3 
0.200 	6.490-3 1.186-3 1.193-3 
400. 0.010 	1.019-1 1.011-1 1.012-1 
0.050 2.713-2 2.293-2 2.293-2 
0.100 	1.771-2 1.231-2 1.231-2 
0.200 1.209-2 6.966-3 7.005-3 
1000. 0.050 	8.157-2 8.048-2 8.054-2 
0.100 4.566-2 4.345-2 4.352-2 
0.200 	2.719-2 2.388-2 2.395-2 
0.400 1.789-2 1.395-2 1.402-2 
2000. 0.100 	1.147-1 1.141-1 1.141-1 
0.200 	6.550-2 6.400-2 6.407-2 
0.400 3.906-2 3.653-2 3.661-2 




the exact flat escape probability. 
Additional examination of the parametric cases gave a basis for 
the compensating effect. It was observed that the probability of neutrons 
within the outer region escaping into the plate region was never more 
than 1% different from that for a flat source. This observation can be 
used to restate the general reciprocity relation of Eq. 48 to the form 




This expression is possible due to the fact that the numerator of Eq. 48 




according to the flat-flux reciprocity 













With this simplification the effect of nonuniformity is completely con-
tained in f(E). 
In order to extend the data for f(E) from the parametric study to 
the actual resonances of 
238
U an interpolation in energy and neutron width 
was used. The parametric data were first fitted to a consistent mesh be-
cause different energy meshes were used in the integral transport calcu-
lations, tailored to the particular cross section behavior. A cubic spline 
interpolation was used to go from the specific meshes to the consistent 
mesh; from the data in the consistent mesh structure a logarithmic interpo-
lation in energy and neutron width between parametric points was used to 
obtain f(E) for the actual resonances from the parametric data. 
(59) 
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Cross Section Averaging 
Having fitted the nonuniformity parameter f(E) to the actual 
238
U 
resonances, cross section averages were obtained by the methods noted in 
Section III. By the same method, averages were calculated using equivalence 
theory and the exact escape probability treatment for a flat source. For 
the purpose of cross section averaging the outer region source was assumed 
to have the asymptotic 1/E shape for all cases. For equivalence theory 
and the exact flat treatment the plate source was treated by the NR 
approximation. For the nonuniform source treatment the plate region 
source was determined by iterative solution of the collision rate expres-
sion with the NR approximation as an initial guess. 
Cross section averages for the three treatments noted above are 
given in Table IV for the two-region cell of Assembly 5. Only the resolved 
s-wave resonances of 
238
U were included; the energy structure and indices 
of the broad groups are the same as in Reference 26; the upper bound of 
group 15 is 4307. eV. From the tabulated results, it can be seen that 
there is very little difference between the three treatments of hetero-
geneity. Equivalence theory results are seen to be consistently the 
smallest, exact flat the largest, with the nonuniform treatment between 
then; the maximum difference is hardly more than I% though. The compen-
sating effects which occur in the nonuniform treatment have been noted to 
tend toward the exact flat treatment, and any remaining effects appear to 
give slight reductions which tend toward the equivalence theory results. 
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Table IV. Effective Resonance Cross Sections for the Two-Region Cell 








15 2612. 0.3875 0.3925 0.3886 
16 2035. 0.5202 0.5275 0.5214 
17 1234. 0.5318 0.5425 0.5350 
18 961. 0.6443 0.6539 0.6466 
19 582,9 0.8005 0.8121 0.8021 
20 275.4 0.6871 0.6987 0.6894 
21 101.3 1.1224 1.1305 1.1218 
22 29.02 1.7327 1.7427 1.7318 
23 13.71 2.7702 2.7852 2.7696 
In order to obtain independent assessment of the nonuniformity 
effect on the effective cross sections and to verify the magnitude of the 
cross sections, comparative calculations were performed. Equivalence 
theory calculations were performed using the MC 2 module of the Argonne 
Reactor Computation (ARC) System,
27 
and integral transport theory calcula-
tions were made with the latest version of the RABBLE code.
23 
RABBLE 
runs were made first with only the two regions of the Assembly 5 cell, 
then each region was divided into five subregions to determine the effect 
of nonuniformity. 
Before meaningful comparisons could be made between the MC
2 
and 
RABBLE results and the above data, certain differences had to be accounted 
for. The results of Table IV contain only s-wave resonances so the contri-
bution due to p-wave resonances was removed from the MC
2 
results. The 
RABBLE code was used to determine this contribution by calculating the 
average capture cross sections with and without the p-wave resonances. 
The contributions due to unresolved resonances and a background capture 
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cross section were also removed from the MC
2 
data, and the resulting cross 
section comparison for just the s-wave component is given in Table V. 
Table V. Comparative Cross Sections for Two-Region 
Cell of ZPR-6 Assembly 5 (Barns) 
Group MC
2 




15 0.3936 0.4094 0,4072 
16 0.6228 0.5619 0.5515 
17 0.5489 0.5682 0.5591 
18 0.6705 0.7186 0.7092 
19 0.8081 0.9056 0.8880 
20 0.7242 0.8028 0.7927 
21 0.9988 1.3028 1.2899 
22 1.2661 1.6410 1.6227 
23 2.1474 2.6402 2.6109 
There are several areas of difference between the MC
2 
and RABBLE 
data themselves as well as to the results of Table IV; however, taken as 
a total, there is general agreement among the various calculations. One 
can also note that the two RABBLE calculations show little change in the 
cross section when more spatial resolution is included. There is a sig-
nificant difference in the cross section for group 16 from MC
2 
as opposed 
to the other calculations and this difference is probably due to the large 
sodium resonance. Sodium was handled by broad group cross sections only 
in the RABBLE calculations. For the data reflected in Table IV the use 
of an asymptotic outer region source requires only a total macroscopic 
cross section, so sodium is not handled separately. The use of a fine-group 
weighting spectrum within the broad group structure of MC
2 
could also yield 
differences and has a significant effect in the lower energy groups. Com-
parisons did not show the fine group weighting to be responsible for all 
differences, but the combination of such differences in treatment as the 
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fine group weighting, unresolved resonances, background capture, light 
element treatment, and resonance overlap could easily be responsible for 
the remaining differences between the results. 
Additional tests, using RABBLE, were made for various other types of 
cells, first with two regions, then with several subregions. The first 
cell in these additional tests was for ZPR-6 Assembly 6, a plate critical 




plates. The next cells were hypothetical cells of pin 
geometry for the core and blanket region of a large LMFBR; a typical cell 
for a light water reactor (UM) was also examined. A brief description 
of the various cells is given in Table VI. 
Since the intent of these calculations was to explore the nonuni- 
formity effect on 
238
U capture cross sections, other materials were handled 
with broad group cross sections or 1/v cross sections. This treatment may 
be poor for Na, 
235
U, and Pu isotopes, but it does afford a consistent 
basis for comparison. The resulting cross section averages are noted in 
Table VII. Inspection again shows little difference due to the improved 
spatial treatment of the source. By two independent methods and for dif-
ferent types of cells, it has then been found that nonuniformity has little 
effect on average cross sections. Differences of only about 1% can be lo-
cated. The effects of differences of this magnitude on reactor parameters 
are judged to be small, and nonuniformity treatment does not appear to be 
the source of current discrepancies between calculations and experiment. 
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Table VI. Cell Descriptions for Additional Assessment of Nonuniformity 




LMFBR Blanket 	 LWR 
Plate Region 






Pin Region  













Pin Region  








































Radius: 	1.239 cm 
Composition (10
24 








U 	0.00109 Radius: 	0.5236 cm Na 0.0139 Zr 0.00466 
235




) Fe 0.0212 H 0.0596 
Na 0.0116 Na 0.0133 Ni 0.0042 0 0.0298 
0 0.00175 Fe 0.0187 Cr 0.0062 
Fe 0.0179 Ni 0.0037 
Ni 0.0017 Cr 0.0049 
Cr 0.0035 
Table VII. 238U Capture Cross Sections for Additional Cell Descriptions (Barns) 
Group ZPR-6 Assembly 6 Cell LMFBR Core Cell LMFBR Blanket Cell LWR Cell 
2 Regions 10 Subregions 2 Regions 10 Subregions 2 Regions 10 Subregions 2 Regions 10 Subregions 
15 0.475 0.473 0.587 0.587 0.453 0.455 0.378 0.378 
16 0.670 0.666 0.870 0.874 0.613 0.616 0.486 0.487 
17 0.682 0.679 0.936 0.941 0.638 0.642 0.498 0.500 
18 0.852 0.849 1.216 1.223 0.792 0.797 0.618 0.620 
19 1.101 1.096 1.688 1.701 1.014 1.021 0.756 0.759 
20 0.989 0.985 1.579 1.591 0.911 0.917 0.666 0.668 
21 1.576 1.568 2.536 2.554 1.461 1.468 1.254 1.257 
22 -- 2.869 2.881 1.843 1.849 
23 4.685 4.701 2.869 2.880 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
From the studies carried out in this work, two primary conclusions 
are reached. First, through the use of a generalized reciprocity relation 
and an energy-dependent escape cross section, a method for cross section 
averaging can be obtained which is simple in form, correctly accounts for 
flux nonuniformity in space, and includes the more standard approximations 
as options.
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secondly, even though there were significant differences be-
tween the exactly calculated escape probabilities and those calculated 
with the flat -source approximation, additional differences between the 
general energy-dependent reciprocity relation and the energy-independent 
(but often erroneously applied as energy-dependent) reciprocity relation 
almost completely compensated for the error in the flat-source escape 
probabilities. Due to this unusual and somewhat unexpected compensating 
effect, the effective capture cross sections of 
238
U in the resolved 
resonance region, generated by the three methods stated earlier, were 
essentially the same (see Table IV). 
The neutron source distribution, shown in Fig. 3 for the 189.6 eV 
resonance, shows that the source in the absorber plate is significantly 
higher than that in the surrounding medium. The large a of the absorber 
plate relative to the scattering cross sections of the surrounding medium 
is the reason why the source is high in the absorber. Under these con-
ditions the resonance integral over the 189.6 eV resonance is largely de-
termined by the source in the plate and not in the surrounding medium. 
The magnitude of the neutron source shown in Fig. 3 is largely 
governed by the value of a and the slowing-down process. The slowing-down 
46 
process used was based on the free-gas model (i.e. the absorber atoms are 
free in a gaseous state) and on the assumption of isotropic elastic scatter- 
ing in the center of mass coordinates. The free-gas model, as far as we 
know, has always been used for neutron energies above 1.0 eV. This is 
certainly the case in such codes as the MC
2
, RABBLE, and CAROL. 
The source distribution shown in Fig. 3 indicates that in order for 
c
238 
to be too high in the resonance region, either the value of a for 
238
U would have to be too high or the resonance parameters would have to 
be too poorly understood, and highly erroneous, or the slowing-down process 
would have to unrealistically produce large numbers of resonance neutrons. 
The potential scattering cross is known to a good accuracy and may be ruled 
out as a source of major error. The picture with respect to resonance par-
ameters is more complex especially in the unresolved region. However, the 
magnitude of the differential capture cross section of 
238
U has been going 
upward whereas integral measurements required lower values. The slowing-
down process based on the free-gas model for crystalline 
238
U metal may 




Consequently, the mechanics of slowing-down in 
238
U, possibly in the 
energy loss mechanism or through anisotropic effects, may warrant investiga-
tion. In addition to these areas, one must also continue to address the 
adequacy of the differential cross section data. 
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